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1 The ﬁrst author had the honor and the privilegeA novel re-deﬁning of the orthotropic material properties in terms of a so-called associated
geometric mean isotropic (GMI) material is used to develop a thorough buckling analysis of
an axially-loaded orthotropic circular cylinder. A membrane prebuckling condition is
assumed and an expression for the buckling stress is derived in terms of cylinder geometry,
orthotropic material properties, and the number of waves in the buckling deformation pat-
tern in the axial and circumferential directions. By assuming the number of waves in each
direction are real-valued variables, as opposed to integers, conditions which result in sta-
tionary values of the buckling stress are sought, and once found, examined for their char-
acter as regards representing minima, maxima, or saddle points. Three quite different
buckling characteristics are predicted, the particulars depending on the shear modulus of
the orthotropic material relative to that of the associated GMI material. It is shown that
if the shear modulus of the orthotropic material is greater than the shear modulus of the
associated GMI material, the cylinder buckles into a unique axisymmetric deformation pat-
tern. If the shear modulus of the orthotropic material is less than the shear modulus of the
associated GMI material, the cylinder buckles into a unique nonaxisymmetric deformation
pattern. If the shear modulus of the orthotropic material is exactly equal to the shear mod-
ulus of the associated GMI material (this is the situation for an isotropic cylinder), the
cylinder can buckle into either axisymmetric or nonaxisymmetric deformation patterns.
Moreover it is shown that, in this case, there exists a number of deformation patterns,
all at essentially the same stress level. Closed-form lower-bound expressions for the buck-
ling stress are developed using the adopted notation, the value of the shear modulus rela-
tive to the shear modulus of the GMI material determining which expression is applicable.
The results of this analysis are applied to a circular cylinder constructed of a lattice struc-
ture consisting of helical and circumferential ribs, a so-called orthogrid lattice cylinder,
where it is assumed that the ribs of the lattice structure are dense enough to be able to rep-
resent the elastic properties of the lattice with an equivalent homogenized orthotropic
material. An isogrid cylinder, where the helical rib angle is 30 relative to the axial direc-
tion, is a special case. The orthotropic cylinder analysis is reformulated in terms of the
material properties of the ribs and the angle of the helical ribs. For this situation the isogrid
case is the GMI material, and the rib angle determines whether the shear modulus of the
equivalent orthotropic material is greater than or less than the GMI material. This trans-
lates into the character of the buckling deformations depending directly on the rib angle.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.. All rights reserved.
x: +1 540 231 4574.
), hyerm@vt.edu (M.W. Hyer).
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Among the many aspects of interest in the study of structures, stability plays a fundamental role. Thin-walled shells are
particularly susceptible to a loss of stability. In some cases this loss of stability causes the structure to collapse. Consequently,
it is of unquestionable importance to have a full understanding of the stability behavior of shells in order to produce suitable
designs for practical purposes.
A thin-walled cylinder is a prime example of a shell structure for which stability is an important consideration. Most
cylindrical structures are constructed with a circular cross section because of the efﬁciency of the circular shape in reacting,
for example, internal and external pressure, and torsional, bending, and axial loads. Therefore, much has been written over a
long period of time regarding the stability of circular cylinders subjected to a variety of loads, as evidenced by periodic
reviews such as the one by Knight and Starnes (1997) and the extensive number of references in a recent book by Jones
(2006). And the interest continues, particularly with cylinders constructed of ﬁber-reinforced composite materials as dis-
cussed, for example, in Weaver (2002), Wong and Weaver (2005), and Takano (2008).
For the speciﬁc case of thin-walled circular cylinders constructed of isotropic materials, there are an extraordinary num-
ber of papers. For cylinders constructed of orthotropic materials, there are fewer, but there has been interest for quite some
time. The buckling of stiffened isotropic cylinders has been studied by assuming they are constructed of an equivalent ortho-
tropic material (Block et al., 1965). Likewise, corrugated isotropic materials can be represented by assuming equivalent
orthotropic material properties (Baker, 1964). The core material of sandwich structures is often orthotropic, and for identical
isotropic face sheets, the result is an equivalent slightly-orthotropic material (Reese and Bert, 1974).
The approach for estimating the axial buckling stress of an orthotropic circular cylindrical shell, which parallels the classic
approach for isotropic cylinders, is to assume the prebuckling rotations are negligible (i.e., a membrane prebuckling state
prevails) and to assume a double-harmonic form for the variation of the buckling displacements as a function of the axial
and circumferential coordinates. Typically, the double-harmonic functional form for the buckling displacement depends
on the number of half waves in the axial directionm and the number of full waves in the circumferential direction n. An early
derivation of the axial buckling stress resultant for an orthotropic circular cylinder as a function of m, n, and material and
geometric properties can be found in the oft-quoted work of Stein andMayers (1952) for a cylindrical sandwich construction.
This derivation includes deﬂections due to transverse shear. A similar derivation, including dynamic effects, can be found in
Jones and Morgan (1975) for a cross-ply laminated circular cylindrical shell, though such a cylinder is not truly orthotropic.
To ﬁnd the critical axial stress resultant for a given set of properties, a search of the expression is conducted to determine the
values of m and n that result in the lowest value of the stress. A less direct approach is to assume that m and n (or some
combination of them) are real-valued variables and use calculus ﬁnd the analytical minimum. Because m and n are not con-
sidered integers in the analytical approach, the result is a lower-bound estimate of the buckling stress resultant. An early
contribution in this direction can be found in Dow and Rosen (1966), where the structural efﬁciency of an axially loaded
simply-supported orthotropic circular cylindrical shell is studied. Ignoring transverse shear contributions, the analytical
minimization of the axial stress expression found in Stein and Mayers (1952) is performed and two distinct closed-forms
for the axial stress of an orthotropic cylinder are derived. The critical axial stress is assumed to be the lower value between
these two expressions.
Another material form that is often represented as an orthotropic material is lattice construction. If the lattice
construction is dense enough, an equivalent orthotropic material representation is accurate for overall structural response
calculations. Since the lattice involves a single layer of material, there is no bending-stretching stiffness so the construction
is truly orthotropic. Vasiliev (1993) and Vasiliev et al. (2001) have studied lattice construction extensively, wherein the
included angle between the helical legs, or ribs, of the lattice and the axial direction is not necessarily 30, hence the term
anisogrid is used to contrast with the case where the included angle is 30, namely, the isogrid case. Vasiliev (1993) derived
closed-form expressions for the axial buckling load of an orthotropic circular cylinder and recognized that one of the
closed-form expressions is associated with axisymmetric buckling deformations, whereas the other one is associated with
nonaxisymmetric buckling deformations. The critical stress is assumed to be the lower of the two. It should be mentioned
that in the work of Dow and Rosen (1966) there was no mention of the character of the buckling deformations associated
with each of the two expressions for axial stress they derived.
In the present paper a similar analytical minimization will be performed, including the study of the second derivative
with respect to the wave numbersm and n of the expression for the axial stress, and the results applied to a circular anisogrid
lattice cylinder, hereafter referred to as a circular orthogrid lattice cylinder to distinguish it from cases where there may be
bending-stretching stiffness due to a particular lattice construction. One important advantage of the presented derivation is
the re-deﬁning of the standard orthotropic material constitutive properties in terms of a so-called associated geometric
mean isotropic (GMI) material. This re-deﬁning greatly simpliﬁes the notation and the calculations. Another important
advantage of the presented derivation is that it provides a simple procedure to determine the pattern of buckling deforma-
tion based only on the knowledge of the constitutive properties of the orthotropic material. Moreover, the presented deri-
vation illustrates clearly that the shear modulus of the associated GMI material is a key parameter; in fact it will be shown
that the buckling deformation behavior of an orthotropic cylinder is determined completely by whether the actual shear
modulus is less than, equal to, or greater than the shear modulus of the associated GMI material. For the orthogrid construc-
tion this will be shown to depend only on the helical rib angle. Finally, the proposed approach furnishes a mathematical
M. Paschero, M.W. Hyer / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 2151–2171 2153explanation of the high density of close eigenvalues associated with different buckled shapes for the case of circular cylinder
with the shear modulus equal to the shear modulus of the associated GMI material, which is the case for isotropic materials.
It is also illustrated how a small perturbation in the cylinder geometry can produce dramatically different buckled shapes.
The derivation begins in the next section by deﬁning dimensionless geometric parameters, the associated GMI material,
the orthotropic material properties in terms of the associated GMI material, and the expression for the axial buckling stress
in terms of the geometric and material parameters and the number of waves m and n. In the sections following that the sta-
tionary points for the axial buckling stress expression with respect to variations inm and n, which are considered real-valued
variables as opposed to integer values, are rigorously analyzed. The four types of stationary points are classiﬁed as minima,
maxima, or saddle points and ultimately closed-form expressions for the buckling load of an orthotropic cylinder are pre-
sented. The predicted buckling deformations are discussed. Attention is then turned to the application of the developed anal-
ysis to characterize the buckling characteristics of a circular orthogrid lattice cylinder, in particular the deﬁnition of the
associated GMI material for the orthogrid lattice and its relation to the helical rib angle. Also in particular is discussed
how the buckling characteristics of the orthogrid cylinder are very much dependent on the helical rib angle and the inter-
pretation of that helical rib angle in terms of the associated GMI material. Summary comments conclude the paper.
2. Statement of the problem
Consider a circular cylinder of radius R, thickness h, and length L. The following dimensionless parameters will be
introduced:g ¼ h
R
; k ¼ pR
L
ð1ÞThe parameter gmeasures the thinness of the shell, while the parameter kmeasures the aspect ratio of the cylinder, i.e., the
ratio between the half circumference and the length. Of course g and kmust be both positive. The cylindrical shell is assumed
to be made of orthotropic material. As is well know, for a state of plane stress an orthotropic material can be modeled con-
sidering four constitutive constants, i.e., the Young’s moduli in the two principal directions E1 and E2, the major Poisson’s
ratio m12, and the shear modulus G12. The minor Poisson’s ratios m21 is related to the major Poisson’s ratio by the relation
m12E2 ¼ m21E1. For convenience, an isotropic material having constitutive constants equal to the geometric mean of the
constitutive constants of the given orthotropic material will be introduced as follows:E ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E1E2
p
; m ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm12m21p ; G ¼ E2ð1þ mÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E1E2
p
2ð1þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm12m21p Þ ð2Þ
An isotropic material deﬁned through the constitutive constants (2) will be referred to in the following as the geometric
mean isotropic (GMI) material associated with the given orthotropic material. The essential requirement for the stiffness
matrix to be positive deﬁnite produces the following constraint equation for the constitutive constants of the GMI material:E > 0; m2 < 1; G > 0 ð3Þ
Moreover, two nondimensional parameters will be introduced:e12 ¼ E1E2 ; g12 ¼
G12
G
ð4ÞThe parameter e12 measures the level of orthotropy between the two principal directions, whereas the parameter g12 mea-
sures howmuch the actual shear modulus G12 differs from the shear modulus G of the associated GMI material deﬁned in (2).
The requirement for the stiffness matrix to be positive deﬁnite produces the condition that both e12 and g12 must be positive.
Accordingly, only values of g12 and e12 that satisfy the requirement will be considered. In the following, orthotropic materials
having 0 < g12 < 1, g12 ¼ 1, and g12 > 1 will be referred to as under shear-GMI, shear-GMI, and over shear-GMI, respectively.
Also, instead of the four engineering properties E1, E2, m12, and G12, the orthotropic material will be described through the four
material parameters E, m, e12, and g12. The relations among the engineering properties and material parameters used here areE1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
e12
p
E; E2 ¼ Eﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃe12p ; m12 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
e12
p
m; m21 ¼ mﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃe12p ; G12 ¼
g12E
2ð1þ mÞ ð5ÞBased on (5) it should be noted that when both e12 and g12 are equal to unity, the orthotropic material becomes isotropic and
coincident with the associated GMI material.
Herein Donnell–Mustari–Vlasov cylindrical shell theory will be used to study cylinder buckling. There are limitations to
this shell theory, the most important being that it looses accuracy when the number of full waves in the circumferential
direction is in the range 1–5. Also, the theory works best for cylinders of intermediate length. The equations governing
buckling of a circular cylinder based on Donnell–Mustari–Vlasov shell theory are given in Section 4.8 of Jones (2006), in addi-
tion to a general expression for the classical buckling stress. Assuming an orthotropic axially-loaded circular cylinder with S2
simple supports and homogeneous through the thickness, and substituting (1) and (5) into the general expression for the
classical buckling stress, the axial buckling stress can be written as
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8 þ p26m2n6 þ p40m4 þ p44m4n4 þ p62m6n2 þ p80m8
q24m2n4 þ q42m4n2 þ q60m6
  
ð6Þwhere the p and q coefﬁcients are functions of the previously-introduced dimensionless parameters g, m, g12, and the non-
dimensional parameter c deﬁned asc ¼ k ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃe124p ð7Þ
and m and n are the number of half and full waves in the axial and circumferential directions, respectively, of the buckling
displacement pattern. It is useful to remark that E and m are purely constitutive parameters, g is a pure geometric parameter,
while c is a mixed parameter in the general case of an orthotropic material and becomes purely geometric (i.e., k) in the case
of an isotropic material. The p and q coefﬁcients are given byp08 ¼ g12g2 ð8aÞ
p26 ¼ 2c2g2ðð1þ g212Þ þ mð1 g212ÞÞ ð8bÞ
p40 ¼ 12g12c4ð1 m2Þ ð8cÞ
p44 ¼ 2c4g2ð3g12 þ 2mð1 g212Þ þ 2m2ð1 g212Þ2Þ ð8dÞ
p62 ¼ 2c6g2ðð1þ g212Þ þ mð1 g212ÞÞ ð8eÞ
p80 ¼ c8g2g12 ð8fÞ
q24 ¼ 12c2g12ð1 m2Þ ð8gÞ
q42 ¼ 24c4ð1 m2Þð1þ mð1 g12ÞÞ ð8hÞ
q60 ¼ 12c6g12ð1 m2Þ ð8iÞIt should be noted that the constant E appears only as a factor in the critical stress expression (6) and does not appear in the
coefﬁcients p and q. In order to ﬁnd the critical stress and the eigenmode associated with that stress, (6) must be evaluated
for a considerably large number of values of the integers m and n. It should be noted that this operation is time consuming
and does not guarantee that the needed minimum belongs to the set of spanned values ofm and n, even if this set is large. In
this work a closed-form expression for a lower-bound of the critical axial stress of an orthotropic circular cylinder will be
derived. Moreover, it will be shown how a qualitative prediction of the buckling shape (i.e., axisymmetric or not) can be
made based only on the value of the parameter g12 deﬁned in (4). To accomplish this, in the following the integer values
m and n will be considered as real variables, and consequently the stress will be considered a real function of the two real
variables m and n deﬁned asrðm; nÞ ¼ E p08n
8 þ p26m2n6 þ p40m4 þ p44m4n4 þ p62m6n2 þ p80m8
q24m2n4 þ q42m4n2 þ q60m6
 
ð9Þwhere the p and q coefﬁcients are again given by (8i). The classical problem of ﬁnding the pair of integer values ðm;nÞ such
that (6) is minimum is replaced here by the problem of ﬁnding the minimum of the real function (9) in the domainD deﬁned
as follows:D :¼ fðm;nÞ 2 R2 : m > 0;nP 0g ð10Þ
The deﬁnition of the set D is based on few arguments. First, it should be noted that the origin is a singular point for (9) and
consequently must be excluded by D. Second, as mentioned previously, the variables m and n are associated with the num-
ber of half and full waves in the axial and circumferential directions, respectively, and can not assume negative values. Fi-
nally, m ¼ 0 must be discarded because it is associated with the trivial solution, while n ¼ 0 can be included as it is
associated with axisymmetric deformations.
3. Stationary points
In order to establish if (9) admits a minimum in D, its stationary points must be evaluated. The stationary condition can
be expressed asorðm;nÞ
om
¼ 0
orðm;nÞ
on
¼ 0
8><
>: ð11ÞPerforming the needed calculation, (11) can be rearranged to givePm1ðm; nÞPm2ðm;nÞ ¼ 0
Pn1ðm; nÞPn2ðm;nÞ ¼ 0

ð12Þ
M. Paschero, M.W. Hyer / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 2151–2171 2155where Pm1ðm;nÞ, Pm2ðm;nÞ, Pn1ðm;nÞ, and Pn2ðm;nÞ are polynomial functions of the two real variables m and n. More
precisely, Pm1ðm;nÞ and Pn1ðm;nÞ are quite simple and are given byTable 1
Deﬁniti
Type
1
2
3
4
Table 2
Values
Type
1
2
3Pm1ðm; nÞ ¼ n2  c2m2 ð13aÞ
Pn1ðm; nÞ ¼ n ð13bÞIt should be noted that the equation Pm1ðm;nÞ ¼ 0 corresponds in the Cartesian plane ðm;nÞ to a pair of specular lines
through the origin having slope c, while the equation Pn1ðm;nÞ ¼ 0 simply represents the m axis. By contrast, the polyno-
mials Pm2ðm; nÞ and Pn2ðm;nÞ are more complicated and are considered in Appendix A.
Based on (12) it can be noted that the problem under study admits four different types of stationary points, as deﬁned in
Table 1. The stationary points of type-1, -2, and -3 involve at least one of the polynomials Pm1 and Pn1 deﬁned in (13). These
polynomials are of low degree, consequently the equations Pm1 ¼ 0 and Pn1 ¼ 0 can be easily solved for the variable n. By
substituting the solutions for n into the remaining equation, identiﬁed as True in the deﬁnition of the stationary point given
in Table 1, the intersection of the two relations can be obtained. The coordinates of the stationary points associated with
type-1, -2, and -3 are listed in Table 2, where it can be noted that there exists a single solution for a type-1 stationary point,
four solutions for a type-2 stationary point symmetrical with respect to both the m and the n axes, and two solutions for a
type-3 stationary point symmetrical with respect to the n axis, for a total of seven stationary points. It can also be noted in
Table 2 that because of convenient symmetry properties of Pm1ðm;nÞ with respect to m and n that enhance the discussion of
the stationary points, the domain of deﬁnition (10) is temporarily ignored. The positions of type-1, -2, and -3 stationary
points in the ðm; nÞ plane are shown in Fig. 1. The two straight lines n ¼ cm are shown in the ﬁgure (dashed lines) to high-
light the fact that the stationary point of type-2 moves on these lines when g12 is varied from zero to inﬁnity. More precisely,
all four stationary points of type-2 coincide with the origin when g12 ¼ 0. As soon as g12 is increased they move away from
the origin and follow the two lines n ¼ cm until they reach the maximum value of their coordinates, namely
ðm;nÞ ¼ ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
34
p
=ðc ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2gp Þ; ﬃﬃﬃ34p =ð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2gp ÞÞ for g12 ¼ ð1þ mÞ=ð1 mÞ. When g12 > ð1þ mÞ=ð1 mÞ they reverse their direction andon of four different types of stationary points
Pm1 ¼ 0 Pn1 ¼ 0 Pm2 ¼ 0 Pn2 ¼ 0
True True False False
True False False True
False True True False
False False True True
of m and n for three types of stationary points
m n
0 0
 1c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3g12ð1m2Þ
p
gðð1þg12Þþmð1g12ÞÞ
r

ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3g12ð1m2Þ
p
gðð1þg12 Þþmð1g12ÞÞ
r
 1c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3ð1m2Þ
p
g
r
0
10 5 0 5 10
10
5
0
5
10
m
n
n mn m
22
2 2
1
33
Fig. 1. Stationary points of type-1 (gray), -2 (black), and-3 (white).
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independent of g12.
Type-4 stationary points are muchmore complicated to study and are discussed in Appendix A, where it is shown that the
condition necessary to have type-4 stationary points requires the two polynomials Pm2 and Pn2 to be coincident, a degenerate
condition. This can only occur when the orthotropic material is shear-GMI, i.e., G12 ¼ G, or g12 ¼ 1. When this happens there
are an inﬁnite number of stationary points that lie on coincident ellipses that are tangent to the n axis at the origin. The con-
dition necessary to have type-4 stationary points can be written in the following form:Pm2 ¼ Pn2 ¼ ðn2 þ c2m2Þðgn4 þ 2c2gm2n2 þ c4gm4 þ 2c2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3ð1 m2Þ
q
m2Þ ð14Þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
n2 þ c2 ﬃﬃﬃgp m2 þ ﬃﬃﬃ2p c ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ3ð1 m2Þ4q m  ﬃﬃﬃgp n2 þ c2 ﬃﬃﬃgp m2  ﬃﬃﬃ2p c ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ3ð1 m2Þ4q m  ¼ 0Looking at (14) it can be noted that the ﬁrst two factors of Pm2 and Pn2 are always positive quantities and can never vanish,
while both the third and the fourth factors can be zero. These third and fourth factors represent the equations of two iden-
tical ellipses tangent to the n axis at the origin, as shown in Appendix A in Fig. A.1 (e). The minor radius a, the major radius b,
and the ratio b=a for these identical ellipses are given bya ¼ 1
c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3ð1 m2Þ4p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2g
p ; b ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3ð1 m2Þ4p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2g
p ; b
a
¼ c ð15ÞAccording with the statement of the problem given at the end of the previous section, which requires the stationary points to
belong to the set D (see (10)), any stationary points that do not belong to Dmust be discarded. It can be seen that among all
the stationary points of type-1, -2, and -3 of Table 2, only two of them belong to D. More precisely, the stationary point of
type-2 having both coordinates positive, which will be referred to in the following as P2 ¼ ðm2;n2Þ, and the stationary point
of type-3 having a positivem coordinate, which will be referred to in the following as P3 ¼ ðm3;0Þ, are inD. Regarding type-4
stationary points: it should be noted that only the points belonging to the upper branch of the right ellipse associated with
the degenerate stationary point of Fig. A.1 (e) (without the origin) lie in the domain D and consequently can be accepted as
stationary points for the problem under study. All type-4 stationary points of interest can be taken into consideration by
deﬁning the following setP4ðtÞ :¼ ðm4ðtÞ;n4ðtÞÞ ¼ fðm; nÞ : m ¼ að1þ cosðtÞÞ;n ¼ b sinðtÞ;0 6 t < pg ð16Þ
where the equation of an ellipse in terms of the parameter t can be recognized. It should be noted that when g12 ¼ 1 both the
stationary points of type-2 and -3 belong to P4ðtÞ. More precisely, when g12 ¼ 1 it can be seen that P2 ¼ P4ðp=2Þ and
P3 ¼ P4ð0Þ. This result can be expressed by saying that when g12 ¼ 1 all possible stationary points lie on the branch of the
ellipse deﬁned by (16). It should be further remarked that while the stationary points of types -2 and -3 are deﬁned for
any permissible positive value of g12, the degenerate nontrivial stationary points of type-4 exist only for g12 ¼ 1. Stated dif-
ferently, if the shear modulus of an orthotropic material G12 is not equal to the associated GMI material shear modulus G of
(4), i.e., g12–1, then the only solutions to (11) are associated with the values of m and n given by the type-2 and type-3 sta-
tionary points in Fig. 1, a very limited set of values form and n. On the other hand, if G12 of the orthotropic material is equal to
the shear modulus of the associated GMI material, i.e., g12 ¼ 1, the inﬁnitely many values ofm and n in Fig. 2 are solutions to
(11). As G12 is an independent material parameter, its value can be tailored to produce type-2, -3, or -4 stationary points.
First, however, it is important to classify the three nontrivial types of stationary points as to whether they correspond to
maxima, minima, or saddle points of (9).4
2
3
10 5 0 5 10
10
5
0
5
10
m
n
Fig. 2. Stationary points in D for g12 ¼ 1, with type Indicated.
Table 3
Classiﬁcation of the stationary points as a function of g12
Type 0 < g12 < 1 g12 ¼ 1 g12 > 1
2 Minimum Deg Min Saddle
3 Saddle Deg Min Minimum
4 Not exist Deg Min Not exist
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As known from real analysis a given function admits a maximum at a stationary point when Hesse’s matrix, evaluated at
this point, is negative deﬁnite. Conversely, a given function admits a minimum at a stationary point when Hesse’s matrix
evaluated at the stationary point is positive deﬁnite. Finally, if Hesse’s matrix is neither positive nor negative deﬁnite when
evaluated at a stationary point, it admits both negative and positive eigenvalues, resulting in a saddle point. Hesse’s matrix
associated with (9) is given by0
2
4
6
8
1
nHðm;nÞ ¼
o2rðm;nÞ
om2
o2rðm;nÞ
omon
o2rðm;nÞ
onom
o2rðm;nÞ
on2
0
BB@
1
CCA ð17ÞDetails of the positive and negative deﬁniteness of Hesse’s matrix are given in Appendix A. The classiﬁcation of the stationary
points is summarized in Table 3, where it can be easy realized that for each value of the parameter g12 there is only a local
minimum for (9). This guarantees that the local minimum is the global minimum of the function (9). Moreover three differ-
ent behaviors can be found when the dimensionless parameter g12 is varied between zero and inﬁnity.
(i) For 0 < g12 < 1 the global minimum of the function is at the stationary point of type-2 (see Fig. 3 part (a)). The ortho-
tropic material is associated with an under shear-GMI material. The deformations associated with stationary point of
type-2 are nonaxisymmetric.
(ii) For g12 ¼ 1 the global minimum of the function is at the degenerate stationarity points of type-4 (see Fig. 3 part (b)).
The orthotropic material is associated with a shear-GMI material. The deformations associated with stationary point of
type-4 are, in general, nonaxisymmetric but can be occasionally axisymmetric.
(iii) For g12 > 1 the global minimum of the function is at the stationary point of type-3 (see Fig. 3 part (c)). The orthotropic
material is associated with an over shear-GMI material. The deformations associated with stationary point of type-3
are axisymmetric.
5. Closed-forms for the buckling load of an orthotropic circular cylinder
In this section closed-forms for the buckling stress of an orthotropic simply-supported circular cylinder homogeneous
through the thickness will be obtained by evaluating the stress relation (9) at the stationary point where the function
assumes the global minimum. As remarked at the end of the previous section, all the three types of nontrivial stationary0 2 4 6 8 10
0
m
n m
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Fig. 3. Classiﬁcation of stationary points in D (see Fig. 1).
2158 M. Paschero, M.W. Hyer / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 2151–2171points can result in the global minimum of the function (9), depending on the value of the parameter g12. Based on these
arguments, the minimum of the stress relation (9) becomes a function of the parameter g12 and can be deﬁned as follows:rminðg12Þ ¼
gE ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃg12pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3ð1 m2Þ
p for 0 < g12 < 1
gEﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3ð1 m2Þ
p for g12 P 1
8>><
>>:
ð18ÞLooking at (18) a few comments can be made. First, it should be noted that stationary points of type-3 and -4 (g12 P 1) admit
as a minimum the same value. Moreover, it is interesting to note that this value coincides exactly with the expression for the
classical buckling load of a homogeneous isotropic circular cylinder where the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio of the
isotropic material are replaced with the corresponding constitutive constants of the GMI material associated with the given
orthotropic material (see (2)). This value is independent of the shear modulus. Conversely, the value of the minimum asso-
ciated with stationary point of type-2 (0 < g12 < 1) is scaled by the quantity
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g12
p
, meaning that the minimum stress for a
under shear-GMI orthotropic material becomes dependent on the shear modulus, and approaches zero as the shear modulus
approaches zero.
It is also interesting to note that approaching the origin of the ðm;nÞ plane along the degenerate ellipse P4ðtÞ representing
stationary point of type-4 produces the following results:limt!p rðm4ðtÞ;n4ðtÞÞ ¼ gEﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3ð1 m2Þp ð19ÞBased on (19) it can be seen that its limit value is independent of g12 and coincident with the value that the function assumes
in P3, namely the second equation of (18). This means that even if (9) cannot be evaluated at the origin (because it is a sin-
gular point), there exist points in the immediate neighborhood of the origin having a stress very close to the minimum value
that (9) can assume for g12 > 1. This fact does not affect the previous arguments on the minimum of the function, but it can
be important when an estimation of the deformed shape associated with the minimum stress is needed. In fact, it should be
noted that (18) is the exact solution of the original problem (6) only if the coordinates of the stationary points listed in Table
2 assume integer values. When the values ofm and n are not integers, the value of (6) will be slightly greater than the values
estimated by (18), which is a lower-bound for the critical stress.
Before closing this section it should be mentioned that the notation based on the GMI material concept produces two
expressions for the buckling stress (see (18)) that are simpler than the correspondent expressions presented by Dow and
Rosen (1966) and Vasiliev (1993). Like Vasiliev (1993), speciﬁc buckling shapes can be identiﬁed with each of the two
expressions in (18), as discussed in the next section.
6. Prediction of the deformed buckling shape
The deformed shape of the circular cylinder associated with the lower critical stress is well deﬁned when the integer pair
ðm;nÞmin corresponding to the solution of (6) is known. When the coordinates of the minimum of (9) belong to N2 for g12–1,
or when there exists at least one value t0 of the parameter t such that P4ðt0Þ 2 N2 for g12 ¼ 1, then the pair ðm;nÞ associated
with P2, P4ðt0Þ, and P3 is the pair ðm;nÞmin minimizing (6) for 0 < g12 < 1, g12 ¼ 1, and g12 > 1, respectively. When the coor-
dinates of the stationary points are not integer values it is impossible to make a certain prediction of the deformed shape.
However a few considerations can be made
(i) For 0 < g12 < 1 the minimum of (9) is located by P2. As discussed in the previous section, for this case there do not
exist any other locations where the function (9) assumes values close to the minimum, so it is reasonable to expect
the pair of integers ðm;nÞmin minimizing (6) to be in the immediate neighborhood of P2. Consequently, the four points
in the immediate neighborhood of P2, i.e., the four pairs of integers ðm;nÞ closest to P2, should be checked as candi-
dates for the solution of (6). For a generic real pair ðm;nÞ the set of the four integer pairs closest to the real pair
can be deﬁned as follows:Pðm;nÞ :¼ ðdme; dneÞ [ ðdme; bncÞ [ ðbmc; dneÞ [ ðbmc; bncÞ ð20Þ
Based on (20) the rule of thumb for predicting the integer pair ðm;nÞmin minimizing 6 can be expressed as follows:
ðm;nÞmin ¼ ðm;nÞ 2 Pðm2; n2Þ : minm;nfrðm;nÞg ð21Þ
A simpler, but less accurate, prediction of the buckled shape can be based exclusively on the estimation of the closer
integer value to the real stationary point (i.e., ignoring the curvature of rðm; nÞ). This approach brings the following
equation
ðm;nÞmin ¼ ðdm2  1=2e; dn2  1=2eÞ ð22Þ
(ii) For g12 > 1 the minimum of (9) is located by P3. As discussed in the previous section, in this case the function (9) eval-
uated at the points on the critical ellipse deﬁned by P4ðtÞ for t ! p assumes values close to the minimum. So, in gen-
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P3. In this regard, the nontrivial eigenvalue of Hesse’s matrix for the case of a type-4 stationary point, denoted j?ðtÞ
and given as (A.18) in Appendix A, can be used to make a few comments. Since Hesse’s matrix is symmetric it admits it
admits two orthogonal eigenvectors. Moreover, the eigenvector associated with the trivial eigenvalue must be tangent
to the ellipse deﬁned by P4ðtÞ in each location. Consequently, the nontrivial eigenvalue represents the curvature of (9)
on P4ðtÞ in the direction orthogonal to the ellipse for g12 ¼ 1. The nontrivial eigenvalue can be used to estimate the
tendency of the stress relation (9) to increase in value in the direction orthogonal to the ellipse as the parameter t var-
ies. Referring to (A.18) and taking the limitlimt!p j?ðtÞ ¼ 1 ð23Þ
From this limit it is seen that when the ellipse approaches the origin, i.e., when t ! p, the curvature in the direction
orthogonal to the ellipse P4ðtÞ tends to inﬁnity. This means that even if for the point on the ellipse in the immediate
neighborhood of the origin the value of the stress given by (9) is very close to the minimum value assumed in P3, the
evaluation of (9) on pairs of integer points ðm;nÞ close to the ellipse near the origin results in large increments in the
stress with respect to the minimum values assumed in P3. These arguments, of course, don’t guarantee that it is impos-
sible to ﬁnd the pair of integers ðm;nÞmin minimizing (6) in the immediate neighborhood of the origin, but they make
this circumstance very improbable. Consequently, it is reasonable to check as a potential candidate for ðm;nÞmin the
two integer points in the neighborhood of P3, i.e., from (20)
ðm;nÞmin ¼ ðm;nÞ 2 Pðm3;0Þ : minm;nfrðm;nÞg ð24Þ
A simpler, but less accurate, prediction of the buckled shape can be based exclusively on the estimation of the closer
integer value to the real stationary point (i.e., ignoring the curvature of rðm;nÞ). This approach brings the following
equation:
ðm;nÞmin ¼ ðdm3  1=2e;0Þ ð25Þ
(iii) For g12 ¼ 1 the minimum is no longer a single point, but rather the minimum is the branch of the ellipse associated
with the degenerate stationary point deﬁned by P4ðtÞ (see (16)) and locating the closest integer values becomes a hard
task. The relevant branch of the ellipse is shown in Fig. 4 together with the grid of integer values for the case c ¼ 2,
g ¼ 0:01, and m ¼ 0:3, for example. Looking at this ﬁgure it is easily realized that there are many integer pairs ðm;nÞ
quite close to the real minimum deﬁned by the ellipse. This sophisticated behavior is not a purely theoretical issue. In
fact, it is the case for isotropic materials. The understanding of Fig. 4 makes clear why a slight variation in the geom-
etry of the shear-GMI cylinder may result in a completely different buckled shape, even if the variation in the buckling
load is only slight or even zero. This suggests that the buckled shape of a shear-GMI cylinder is much more sensitive to
small changes in cylinder geometry when compared to under- and over-GMI cylinders.In fact, based on (15), it is seen
that the geometry of the ellipse associated with the degenerate stationary point is controlled by the geometry and
material properties of the cylinder through the parameters g and c, and to a lesser degree m. Even a small variation
of parameters g and m may result in completely different intersection between the ellipse and the grid of integers.0 2 4 6 8 10
0
2
4
6
8
10
m
n
Fig. 4. Critical ellipse with grid of integers: c ¼ 2, g ¼ 0:01, m ¼ 0:3.
2160 M. Paschero, M.W. Hyer / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 2151–2171In order to ﬁnd the pair ðm;nÞmin minimizing (6) for the case of g12 ¼ 1, a few considerations can be made looking again
at the orthogonal curvature of (9) all around the ﬂat elliptical minimum. It seems reasonable that there is a higher
probability of ﬁnding the pair ðm;nÞmin minimizing (6) close to the region of the ellipse where the nontrivial eigen-
value is small, i.e., the orthogonal curvature is small. The orthogonal curvature depends on c (i.e., the aspect ratio
of the critical ellipse, (15)), consequently, the value of the parameter t ¼ tmin for which the orthogonal curvature is
a minimum is also dependent on c. Performing the needed calculation, the following expression is found for tmintmin ¼
0 for 0 < c <
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
2arcsin
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ðc21Þ
p
c
 
for c >
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
8><
>: ð26Þ
The value of t ¼ tmin from (26) is plotted in Fig. 5, where it can be noted that when 0 < c <
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
the region of the ellipse
with the smallest orthogonal curvature is located at tmin ¼ 0 (i.e., at the nontrivial intersection with the m axis). As
noted before, this location coincides with P3 when g12 ¼ 1. Similarly, when c > 5 the region of the ellipse with the
smallest orthogonal curvature is located very close to tmin ¼ p=2, approaching P2 when c!1. Finally, whenﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
< c < 5 (gray band in Fig. 5) the value of tmin increases rapidly from zero to near p=2. More precisely, for
c ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
, tmin jumps from zero to about p=4. Though not shown here, this translates into the fact that for c ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
the
value of the orthogonal curvature is almost constant for 0 < t < p=4, while there is a gradual change in value for
p=4 < t < p=2. It should be noted that based on practical values of k due to cylinder geometry and material properties
(see (7)), the previous arguments simply state that the pair ðm;nÞmin minimizing (6) has a high probability of being in
the neighborhood of the quarter of ellipse spanned by 0 < t < p=2. This fact explains why homogeneous isotropic cir-
cular cylinders tend to buckle with a high wave number in the axial direction. As can be seen from Fig. 4, most likely
the elliptical minimum passes through or very close to some integer pair. Consequently, even if in the neighborhood of
that pair the orthogonal curvature is not minimum, the pair ðm;nÞmin has a high probability of being located there.
Based on the previous arguments, it is necessary to check all the integer pairs in the vicinity of the critical ellipse as
potential candidates for the pair ðm; nÞmin minimizing (6). The use of the critical ellipse concept dramatically reduces
the integer pairs to check and consequently the computational time needed, and most importantly, guarantees ﬁnding
the right pair in the spanned set, which then provides the buckling stress and the buckling shape. In fact, the pair
ðm;nÞmin minimizing (6) must satisfy the following relation:ðm;nÞmin 2 fðm; nÞ 2 N2 : m 6 d2ae;n 6 dbeg ð27Þ7. Axial buckling stress of an orthogrid circular cylinder
An interesting application of derivation in the previous sections is the determination of the axial buckling stress of an
orthogrid cylindrical structure (seeVasiliev, 1993; Vasiliev et al. (2001)) with a circular cross section. An orthogrid structure
is made of a regular system of densely arranged ribs. Here only a specular system of helical ribs will be taken into consid-
eration, i.e., pairs of ribs having orientation / with respect to the axial, or x1, direction except for circumferential or axial
ribs (i.e., / ¼ p=2 or / ¼ 0). In Fig. 6 is shown a portion of a lattice structure with a specular set of ribs having orientation /
and a set of ribs aligned with the circumferential direction or x2-direction. The distance between helical ribs is ah, while the
distance between circumferential ribs is ac. The width of the helical ribs is dh while the width of the circumferential rib is dc.
The thickness of all ribs is h. It should be noted that for a lattice structure all the ribs lie in the same layer. This circumstance
causes the constitutive terms coupling extensional and shear deformation to vanish (i.e., Q13 ¼ Q23 ¼ Q31 ¼ Q32 ¼ 0). This0 2 5 10 15 20
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Fig. 5. Location of minimum curvature vs. c: g ¼ 0:01, m ¼ 0:3.
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Fig. 6. Lattice structure.
M. Paschero, M.W. Hyer / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 2151–2171 2161means that a lattice layer behaves as an orthotropic material. According with Vasiliev (1993) and Vasiliev et al. (2001) a lat-
tice layer consisting of circumferencial ribs and specular ribs, which form an angle / with the coordinate line x1, (see Fig. 6)
can be considered as a continuum layer having the equivalent orthotropic material properties given byE1 ¼ Erd cos
3ð/Þ cotð/Þ
1þ sin3ð/Þ
 !
ð28aÞ
E2 ¼ Erd ð28bÞ
m12 ¼ cos
2ð/Þ sinð/Þ
1þ sin3ð/Þ
ð28cÞ
m21 ¼ tan2ð/Þ ð28dÞ
G12 ¼ Erd cos2ð/Þ sinð/Þ ð28eÞwhere Er is the axial elastic modulus of the ribs locally modeled as a beams and d ¼ dc=ac. Using (2) and (28e) it is possible to
deﬁne the constitutive properties of the associated GMI material as a function of the rib angle /E ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E1E2
p
¼ Erd
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
cos3ð/Þ cotð/Þ
1þ sin3ð/Þ
s
ð29aÞ
m ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm1m2p ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sin3ð/Þ
1þ sin3ð/Þ
vuut ð29bÞ
G ¼ E
2ð1þ mÞ ¼ Erd
cos2ð/Þ
2 sin2ð/Þ þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ sin4ð/Þ
q  ð29cÞSimilarly, the dimensionless parameters e12 and g12, deﬁned in (4), can be specialized for an orthogrid
construction ase12 ¼ E1E2 ¼
cos3ð/Þ cotð/Þ
1þ sin3ð/Þ
ð30aÞ
g12 ¼
G12
G
¼ 2 sinð/Þ sin2ð/Þ þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sinð/Þ þ sin4ð/Þ
q 
ð30bÞAs shown in (18), the axial buckling stress of an orthotropic cylinder can assume two different values, depending on the va-
lue of the parameter g12. More precisely, when 0 < g12 < 1 the cylinder deforms in a nonaxisymmetric fashion and the buck-
ling stress becomes dependent on the shear modulus, while when g12 > 1 the cylinder deforms in an axisymmetric fashion
and the axial buckling stress does not depend on the shear modulus. The range of validity of each solution can be expressed
as a function of the rib angle / as0 6 g12 < 1) 0 6 / < p=6; g12 > 1) p=6 < / < p=2 ð31Þ
Consequently, using (18), (29c), (30b) and (31) the axial buckling stress of an orthogrid circular cylinder can be expressed as
a function of the rib angle / as
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Erdg cos2ð/Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
3 sin
2ð/Þ þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sinð/Þ þ sin4ð/Þ
q s
for 0 < / < p6
Erdg cos
2ð/Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3 sinð/Þ
p for p6 < / < p2
8>><
>>:
ð32ÞWhen / ¼ p=6 the orthogrid medium becomes isotropic (usually referred to as isogrid) with a Young’s modulus of Erd and a
Poisson’s ratio of 1/3 (see (28e)) and (32) assumes the following value:rminðp=6Þ ¼ 12
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
Erdg ¼ ðErdÞgﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3 1 ð1=3Þ2
 r ð33ÞA few comments can be made regarding (32). First, it is seen that the value of the critical stress depends on the rib width,
spacing, and constitutive property only through a multiplicative factor Erd, coinciding with the Young’s modulus of the
homogenized structure in the isogrid case. Consequently, the rib angle is the main parameter controlling the stability prop-
erties of the orthogrid cylinder. Second, it can be easily veriﬁed using (32) that rminð0Þ ¼ rminðp=2Þ ¼ 0. This behavior is due
to the loss of accuracy of the homogenized model in the vicinity of the boundaries of the range of variation of the angle /. In
fact, according with (28e) it is seen that G12 ¼ 0 at / ¼ 0 and E1 ¼ 0 at / ¼ p=2. These singular values result in the axial buck-
ling stress vanishing.
It is useful to deﬁne a dimensionless version of the axial buckling stress (32). A convenient choice is to normalize (32) by
the isogrid value deﬁned in (33). Performing the needed calculation results inRminð/Þ ¼ rminð/Þrminðp=6Þ ¼
4
3 cos
2ð/Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sin2ð/Þ þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sinð/Þ þ sin4ð/Þ
qr
for 0 < / < p6
2
3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
cos2ð/Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sinð/Þ
p for p6 < / < p2
8><
>: ð34ÞIt is important to note that (34) depends only on the rib angle /. Eq. (34) is plotted in Fig. 7 as solid line. The extensions of the
two functions deﬁning (34) out of their respective ranges of validity are plotted as dashed lines to highlight the fact that the
solution switches from the nonaxisymmetric branch associated with the under shear-GMI material ð0 < / < p=6Þ to the axi-
symmetric branch associated with the over shear-GMI material ðp=6 < / < p=2Þ at / ¼ p=6, where the lattice becomes a
shear-GMI material. Looking at Fig. 7 it is seen that (34) admits a maximum in the under shear-GMI region, where the ortho-
grid cylinder deforms in a nonaxisymmetric pattern. This maximum can be found to be at /best ¼ 25:46. It is useful to re-
mark that this value of / is independent of the geometry (i.e. d) and the elastic modulus (i.e. Er) of the ribs.
In order to validate the derived closed-forms represented in (34), results obtained using them will be compared with the
exact solution obtained by spanning (6) form ¼ 1;2; . . . ;200 and n ¼ 1;2; . . . ;50. The calculation will be performed using the
geometric and constitutive properties given in Table 4. In order to compare (34) with (6), the value of (6) at / ¼ p=6 must be
evaluated. This value is given in Table 5 together with the value from (33). As seen from Table 5 the value predicted by (33) is
in good agreement with the exact solution of (6). Moreover, as expected, the value predicted by (33) is slightly less than the
exact one (6). Using the value given in Table 5, a qualitative comparison between (6) and (34) is shown in Fig. 8, where the
solid line represents (34) and the dots represent the solution of (6) at different values of the rib angle / normalized with
respect to the isogrid value given previously (i.e., rcrðp=6Þ ¼ 7:96085 107 Pa). Each dot is labeled with the pair of integers
minimizing (6) for the corresponding values of /. A few comments can be made based on Fig. 8. First, it is seen that (34)
accurately predicts the solution of (6) over the whole range of rib angle /. Second, looking at the ðm;nÞ labels it can be seen0 Π12
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Fig. 7. Normalized axial buckling stress vs. rib angle /: solid line, (34) within range of /; dashed line, (34) outside range of /.
Table 4
Geometric and constitutive properties of the orthogrid cylinder used for calculations
g c d Er ðPaÞ
0.01 2 0.1 130 109
Table 5
Comparison between (33) and (6) solved for / ¼ p=6
/ Eq. (33) Eq. (6)
rmin ðPaÞ m n rcr ðPaÞ
p/6 7:96084 107 9 1 7:96085 107
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Fig. 8. Normalized axial buckling stress vs. rib angle /: solid line (34); dots (6) with ðm;nÞ producing minimum.
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ﬁrmed. In fact, as predicted, the deformations associated with the under shear-GMI region are nonaxisymmetric (i.e.,
n–0), the deformations associated with the over shear-GMI region are axisymmetric (i.e., n ¼ 0), while the deformations
associated with the shear-GMI case are, in general, independent from other regions. A quantitative comparison between
the critical axial stress, estimated by (6) and normalized with respect to the isogrid critical stress, and the minimum stress
estimated by (34) is given in Table 6 for the same values of / given in Fig. 8 belonging to the under shear-GMI region. Looking
at Table 6 it is seen that, as expected, (34) always gives an under-prediction of the true axial buckling stress given by (6), as
(34) is a lower-bound for (6). Similarly in Table 7, a comparison between (6) and (34) is given for a few samples belonging to
the over shear-GMI region (see Fig. 8). All the comments made for Table 6 apply to Table 7 even if the prediction given by
(34) seems to be more accurate in the over shear-GMI region.
The shear-GMI case (i.e., / ¼ p=6) needs some extra comments. In fact, as seen in the previous section, for this value the
minimum of (34) lies on an ellipse in the ðm;nÞ plane. The two radii of the critical ellipse can be evaluated by substituting
(29c) and (30b) in (15). Performing the needed calculation, the following expressions are found:Table 6
Compar
/
Eq. (6)
Eq. (34)a ¼ 1
c ﬃﬃﬃgp
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
4
r
¼ 4:518; b ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃgp
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
4
r
¼ 9:036 ð35Þison between (6) and (34) in the under shear-GMI region
p/60 p/30 p/20 p/15 p/12 p/10 7p/60 2p/15 3p/20
0.6593 0.7730 0.8529 0.9078 0.9490 0.9874 1.0036 1.0109 1.0106
0.6398 0.7626 0.8437 0.9032 0.9475 0.9794 1.0001 1.0103 1.0102
Table 7
Comparison between (6) and (34) in the over shear-GMI region
/ p/5 7p/30 4p/15 3p/10 p/3 11p/30 2p/5 13p/30 7p/15
Eq. (6) 0.8049 0.6376 0.4897 0.3621 0.2533 0.1633 0.0923 0.0412 0.0103
Eq. (34) 0.8049 0.6365 0.4897 0.3621 0.2533 0.1632 0.0923 0.0412 0.0103
0 2 4 6 8 100
2
4
6
8
10
m
n
Fig. 9. Critical ellipse associated with the isogrid case. Closest integer pairs encircled.
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through any integer pair, so (34) is not the exact solution for the problem under examination. Looking at Fig. 9 it is seen that
the pair ðm;nÞ ¼ ð9;1Þ minimizing (6) for / ¼ p=6 (see Table 5) corresponds to one of the integer pairs that are close to the
critical ellipse, in line with the theoretical prediction.
From Fig. 9 it is seen that a slight variation of the ellipse geometry can cause the curve to pass exactly through some inte-
ger pairs, and consequently force (33) to be the exact solution of (6). As stated previously, the geometry of the ellipse can be
controlled through the parameters g and c. Speciﬁcally (see (18) and (32)), the critical stress depends on the parameter g, but
it is independent of the parameter c that appears in the derived theory only as the aspect ratio of the critical ellipse of (35).
Consequently, the geometry of the critical ellipse in Fig. 9 can be modiﬁed by varying the parameter c without changing the
critical stress of the cylinder. The proper value of c0 needed to force the critical ellipse to pass through the pair of integers
ðm0;n0Þ is given by the following expression:Table 8
Solution
m0
9
9
5
8
9
9
9
4
8of (6) for nine variations of k
n0 c0 Dc ð%Þ Eq. (6)
m n rcr ðPaÞ
4 1.90427 4.7865 9 4 7.96084  107
3 1.95106 2.4470 9 3 7.96084  107
9 1.96841 1.5795 5 9 7.96084  107
6 1.97406 1.2970 8 6 7.96084  107
2 1.98310 0.8450 9 2 7.96084  107
1 2.00184 +0.0920 9 1 7.96084  107
0 2.00800 +0.4000 9 0 7.96084  107
9 2.05750 +2.8750 4 9 7.96084  107
5 2.07033 +3.5165 8 5 7.96084  107
Fig. 10.
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b
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b2  n20
q
m0
ð36Þwhere b is given by (35). As seen from Table 8 the critical ellipse can be forced to pass through nine of the integer pairs encir-
cled in Fig. 9 by varying the parameter cwithin ±5% from its nominal value (i.e., c ¼ 2 in Table 4). Needless to say, for totality
of the cases shown in Table 8, the axial buckling stress estimated using (6) exactly coincides with the one obtained using the
closed-form (33) (see Table 5). This example illustrates the high sensitivity of a circular cylinder constructed of a shear-GMI
material to the geometric parameters. A slight change in the cylinder geometry can produce completely different buckled
shapes without producing any change in the axial buckling stress. Moreover, both axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric
deformations can be produced. It should be ﬁnally noted that, due to the plus–minus nature of (36), for each integer pair
there exist two different geometries having the same buckled shape and the same axial buckling stress. For the axisymmetric
solution (i.e., n ¼ 0) the second possible geometry is given by c0 ¼ 0, therefore by (1) k ¼ 0, i.e., an inﬁnitely long cylinder.
In order to predict how the buckled shape of the orthogrid cylinder depends on the helical rib angle / in the under and
over shear-GMI regions, the coordinates of the stationary points as a function of / must be determined. As shown in Fig. 3
parts (a) and (c), respectively, for the under shear-GMI region the global minimum is located at the stationary point of type-2
having coordinates ðm2;n2Þ, and for the over shear-GMI region at the stationary point of type-3 having coordinates ðm3;0Þ.
Substituting (29c) and (30b) in the general equation of the stationary point of type-2 and -3 given in Table 2 results in the
following expressions:m2ð/Þ ¼ 1k ﬃﬃﬃgp
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sinð/Þ þ sin4ð/Þ4
q
cosð/Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
6 sinð/Þ sin2ð/Þ þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sinð/Þ þ sin4ð/Þ
q 
4
s
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ sin3ð/Þ
q
þ 3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sin3ð/Þ
qr ð37aÞ
n2ð/Þ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃgp
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
6 sinð/Þ sin2ð/Þ þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sinð/Þ þ sin4ð/Þ
q 
4
s
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ sin3ð/Þ
q
þ 3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sin3ð/Þ
qr ð37bÞ
m3ð/Þ ¼ 1k ﬃﬃﬃgp
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
12 sinð/Þ4p
cosð/Þ ð37cÞThe results obtained using (22) in order to predict the integer pairm and nminimizing (6) in the under shear-GMI region are
shown in Fig. 10 (a) and (b), respectively. More precisely: m2ð/Þ and n2ð/Þ (see (37c)) are shown in dashed line; (22), i.e.,
dm2ð/Þ  1=2e and dn2ð/Þ  1=2e, are shown in solid line; and the exact solution of (6) is shown as dots for the same values
of / shown in Table 6. Looking at Fig. 10 it is seen that (22) correctly predicts the m value in the totality of the cases. In con-
trast, the value of n is not predicted correctly in two cases, namely / ¼ p=30 and / ¼ p=10, encircled in Fig. 10 (b). It is easy
to realize that the incorrect prediction is due to the proximity of / ¼ p=30 and / ¼ p=10 to the discontinuities of
dn2ð/Þ  1=2e. Performing the needed calculation it can be shown that using (21) instead of (22) to predict the pair ðm;nÞ
the incorrect predictions are avoided. Similarly, the results obtained using (25) in order to predict the integer pair ðm; 0Þmin-
imizing (6) in the over shear-GMI region are shown in Fig. 11. More precisely:m3ð/Þ (see (37c)) is shown in dashed line; (25),
i.e., dm3ð/Þ  1=2e, is shown in solid line; and the exact solution of (6) is shown as dots. Due to the very large range of var-0 Π30
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Comparison of integer pairs ðm;nÞ predicted: (22), solid line; continuous solution (37c), dashed line; and (6), dots, in the under shear-GMI region.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of integer pairs ðm; nÞ predicted: (25), solid line; continuous solution (37c), dashed line; and (6), dots, in a portion of the over shear-
GMI region.
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seen that (25) correctly predicts the m value in the totality of the cases shown in the ﬁgure. Performing the needed calcu-
lation, it can be shown that (25) correctly predicts the m value in the whole over shear-GMI range.
8. Summary comments
The concept of a geometric mean isotropic (GMI) material associated with an orthotropic material simpliﬁes the calcu-
lations involved in the axial buckling analysis of a circular cylinder made of an given orthotropic material. The closed-forms
for the lower-bound buckling stress can be written in terms of parameters that describe the given orthotropic material rel-
ative to the associated GMI material, as well as parameters which deﬁne the geometry of the cylinder. The stationary points
of the buckling stress relation, with respect to the parameters deﬁning the buckling deformations, and the character of the
points as regards being a minimum, maximum, or saddle point are conveniently described by deﬁning the given orthotropic
material in terms of its associated GMI material. Increased insight into character of the buckling deformations as regards to
being axisymmetric or nonaxisymmetric is gained by comparing the given orthotropic material with the associated GMI
material. When applied to an orthogrid lattice cylinder consisting of helical and circumferential ribs, and for which the elas-
tic properties of the lattice structure has been homogenized into an equivalent orthotropic material, the parameters for the
associated GMI material reduce to expressions involving the lattice rib angle, or the rib angle and the axial modulus of the rib
material. The classic isogrid construction corresponds to a helical rib angle of 30 relative to the axial direction of the cyl-
inder. In this case the homogenized material is isotropic and coincident with the associated GMI material. For rib angles less
than 30 the equivalent orthotropic material is an under shear-GMI material, while for rib angles greater than 30 the equiv-
alent orthotropic material is over shear-GMI material. Accordingly, the buckling characteristics, particularly the existence of
axisymmetric or nonaxisymmetric buckling deformations in the orthogrid cylinder, can conveniently be predicted.
Of course, with the analysis presented, it is possible to consider the inverse problem, namely, what orthotropic
material properties are required with a particular cylinder geometry to cause a cylinder to buckle in an axisymmetric
fashion or nonaxisymmetric fashion, or that displays some other buckling characteristics. This is felt to be a very useful
application of the developed analysis. It is believed that the approach presented in this paper can also be applied to
conveniently characterizing the vibration characteristics of orthotropic cylinders. The developed analysis may also be
useful in tailoring the orthotropic material properties of a noncircular cylinder to improve the reduced buckling capac-
ity relative to a circular one of the same circumference. (Note: To assist other researchers it should be mentioned that
in (6.228) in Vasiliev (1993), ﬁrst printing, it is the square root of the product of the moduli which should be in the
numerator.)
Appendix A. Details of calculation for type-4 stationary points and character of Hesse’s matrix
A.1. Type-4 stationary points
Polynomials Pm2 and Pn2 in (12) of the main text are tenth-degree polynomials of the form:a010n10 þ a28m2n8 þ a46m4n6 þ a42m4n2 þ a60m6 þ a64m6n4 þ a82m8n2 þ a100m10 ðA:1Þ
The a coefﬁcients of the Pm2ðm;nÞ and Pn2ðm;nÞ polynomials will be indicated with the superscript m and n, respectively.
They are
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am28 ¼ g12c2g2ðð4þ g12Þ þ 4mð1 g12ÞÞ ðA:2bÞ
am46 ¼ 2c4g2ðð2þ 2g12 þ g212Þ þ 2mð1 g12Þð2þ g12Þ þ 2m2ð1 g212Þ2Þ ðA:2cÞ
am42 ¼ 12g212c4ð1 m2Þ ðA:2dÞ
am60 ¼ 12g212c6ð1 m2Þ ðA:2eÞ
am64 ¼ 2c6g2ðð2þ 2g12 þ g212Þ þ 2mð1 g12Þð2þ g12Þ þ 2m2ð1 g212Þ2Þ ðA:2fÞ
am82 ¼ g12c8g2ðð4þ g12Þ þ 4mð1 g12ÞÞ ðA:2gÞ
am100 ¼ g212c10g2 ðA:2hÞ
an010 ¼ g212g2 ðA:2iÞ
an28 ¼ g12c2g2ðð4þ g212Þ þ mð1 g12Þð4þ g12ÞÞ ðA:2jÞ
an46 ¼ 2c4g2ðð2þ 3g212Þ þ 2mð1 g12Þð2þ g12 þ g212Þ þ 2m2ð1 g12Þ2ð1þ g12ÞÞ ðA:2kÞ
an42 ¼ 12g212c4ð1 m2Þ ðA:2lÞ
an60 ¼ 12g12c6ð1 m2Þð1 mð1 g12ÞÞ ðA:2mÞ
an64 ¼ 2c6g2ðg12ð4þ g212Þ þ mð1 g12Þð2þ 6g12 þ g212Þ þ 2m2ð1 g12Þ2ð2þ g12Þ þ 2m3ð1 g12Þ3Þ ðA:2nÞ
an82 ¼ g12c8g2ð5g12 þ 4mð1 g212Þ þ 4m2ð1 g12Þ2Þ ðA:2oÞ
an100 ¼ g212c10g2ðg12 þ mð1 g12ÞÞ ðA:2pÞLooking at (A.1) it can be noted that all powers of the variablesm and n appearing in the polynomials Pm2ðm;nÞ and Pn2ðm;nÞ
are even. This guarantees that in the ðm;nÞ plane the relations betweenm and n that render the polynomials of (A.1) zero will
be symmetric with respect to both the m and n axes. Moreover, the absence of a constant term guarantees the relations
Pm2 ¼ 0 and Pn2 ¼ 0 pass through the origin ðm;nÞ ¼ ð0;0Þ.
In order to detect any potential nontrivial intersection points between the two equations Pm2 ¼ 0 and Pn2 ¼ 0 the inter-
sections between each of them and a generic straight line through the origin will be compared. More precisely, each poten-
tial nontrivial intersection between a straight line through the origin with slope k, i.e., n ¼ km, where k will be allowed to
vary from zero to inﬁnity, and the equations Pm2 ¼ 0 and Pn2 ¼ 0 can be deﬁned asQmðkÞ :¼ fðm; nÞ 2 R2 n fð0;0Þg : Pm2 ¼ 0;n ¼ kmg ðA:3aÞ
QnðkÞ :¼ fðm; nÞ 2 R2 n fð0; 0Þg : Pn2 ¼ 0;n ¼ kmg ðA:3bÞThe quantities QmðkÞ and QnðkÞ deﬁne the set of nontrivial pairs ðm;nÞ in common with the straight line through the origin
and the polynomial equations Pm2 ¼ 0 and Pn2 ¼ 0, respectively, as the slope k of the line changes. If Pm2 ¼ 0 and Pn2 ¼ 0 have
a nontrivial intersection, then there must exist a value of slope k0 such that Qmðk0Þ \ Qnðk0Þ–£. If such a value of k0 occurs, a
type-4 stationary point exists. Performing the needed calculations, i.e., substituting n ¼ km into the equations Pm2 ¼ 0 and
Pn2 ¼ 0 and solving for m, the following expression for QmðkÞ and QnðkÞ can be foundQmðkÞ ¼ ðm;nÞ ¼ ðm; kmÞ ¼ mð1; kÞ ¼ gðkÞð1; kÞ ðA:4aÞ
QnðkÞ ¼ ðm;nÞ ¼ ðm; kmÞ ¼ mð1; kÞ ¼ gðkÞf ðkÞð1; kÞ ðA:4bÞwheregðkÞ ¼ c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2g12
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3ð1 m2Þ
p
gðg12k4 þ 2c2ð1þ mð1 g12ÞÞk2 þ g12c2Þ
s
ðA:5aÞ
f ðkÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g12k
2 þ c2ð1þ mð1 g12ÞÞ
g12ðk2 þ c2ðg12 þ mð1 g12ÞÞÞ
4
vuut ðA:5bÞ
With the above notation it is seen that gðkÞ is actually the value of them-coordinate of the generic point belonging to the set
QmðkÞ for a given slope k. Similarly, gðkÞf ðkÞ is actually the value of them-coordinate of the generic point belonging to the set
QnðkÞ for a given slope k. Looking at (A.4b) it can be seen that, due to their plus–minus nature, for each value of the slope k
there exist only two intersections symmetric with respect to the origin. The plus–minus nature is a consequence of the sym-
metry of the two equations Pm2 ¼ 0 and Pn2 ¼ 0 with respect to both the m and n axes. Taking the limit of gðkÞ and f ðkÞ for k
approaching inﬁnity (i.e., the n axis) it can be seen that the intersections of the straight line with both the equations Pm2 ¼ 0
and Pn2 ¼ 0 approach the origin, as stated by the following equations:limk!1gðkÞ ¼ 0; limk!1f ðkÞ ¼ 1 ðA:6Þ
The relations in (A.6) mean that both the loci Pm2 ¼ 0 and Pn2 ¼ 0 are tangent to the n axis at the origin. Similarly, it can be
seen that when the slope of the straight line equals zero (i.e., k ¼ 0, the m axis) the following relations are obtained:
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ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
g
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3ð1 m2Þ
qs
; f ð0Þ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ mð1 g12Þ
g12ðg12 þ mð1 g12ÞÞ
4
s
ðA:7ÞLooking at (A.7) it can be seen that gð0Þ, representing the nontrivial intersection between Pm2 ¼ 0 and them axis, is always a
positive quantity when the parameters g and m are varied in their range of deﬁnition (i.e., g > 0 and m2 < 1), meaning that
this intersection with them axis always exists. Moreover, it can be proven that gðkÞ is limited for each k > 0 and, according to
(A.7), tends to zero as k!1. Similarly, it can be proven that the quantity kgðkÞ representing the n coordinate of the inter-
section point is equal to zero for k ¼ 0, is limited for each k > 0, and tends to zero as k!1. Based on these arguments, it can
be stated that Pm2 ¼ 0 forms two closed loops, symmetric with respect to the n axis, where they are tangent at the origin, one
loop to the other loop and each one with the n axis (see Fig. A.1). Moreover, each loop is symmetric with respect to them axis
and intersects it only at the origin and at a second location that is independent of the parameter g12. These loops are plotted
as black lines in Fig. A.1 (a), (b), and (c) for various ranges of the parameter g12, the measure of the shear deviation of the
orthotropic material from the GMI material (see (5)). By contrast, it can be seen that gð0Þf ð0Þ, representing the nontrivial
intersection between Pn2 ¼ 0 and the m axis, is deﬁned only when the function f ðkÞ assumes real values (i.e., only when
the argument of the root in (A.7) is positive). It can be seen that when 0 < g12 < ð1þ mÞ=m, f ðkÞ is deﬁned and Pn2 ¼ 0 forms
two closed loops symmetric with respect to both the m and n axes and tangent to the n axis at the origin (see light color line
of Fig. A.1 (a)); when g12 ¼ ð1þ mÞ=m, f ð0Þ ¼ 0 and Pn2 ¼ 0 splits into two petals, both tangent to the m axis at the origin (see
light color line Fig. A.1 (b)); and when g12 > ð1þ mÞ=m, f ðkÞ is not deﬁned for k2 < c2ð1þ mð1 g12ÞÞ=g12, meaning there is no
intersection between Pn2 ¼ 0 and the straight line through the origin when its slope is in the range
k2 < c2ð1þ mð1 g12ÞÞ=g12 (see light color line of Fig. A.1 (c) where the limit straight lines having slope
k ¼  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃc2ð1þ mð1 g12ÞÞ=g12p are shown dashed). To provide some physical insight into the ﬁndings at this point, it should
be remarked that an intersection of the loop with the m axis ðn ¼ 0Þ, other than the trivial intersection, represents axisym-
metric buckling deformations if the stationary point is a minimum of (9). Classiﬁcation of the stationary points will be dis-
cussed shortly. An intersection of the loops for m–0 and n–0 could represent nonaxisymmetric buckling deformations.
The previous arguments furnish a qualitative description of the two equations Pm2 ¼ 0 and Pn2 ¼ 0 but do not give any
information about the existence of stationarity points of type-4 deﬁned as the potential intersections between the two equa-
tions Pm2 ¼ 0 and Pn2 ¼ 0. In order to detect any possible intersections the coordinates of the intersections between the
straight line and Pm2 ¼ 0 and Pn2 ¼ 0, respectively, must be compared. Looking at (A.3b) it can be seen that the nontrivial
intersections between the equations Pm2 ¼ 0 and Pn2 ¼ 0 and the straight line through the origin are proportional to each
other through the function f ðkÞ. Consequently, QmðkÞ and QnðkÞ can be equal for a given k ¼ k0 if and only if f ðk0Þ ¼ 1. It easy
to see from (A.5b) that the equation f ðkÞ ¼ 1 is independent of k. This means that there does not exist any value of the slope
k0 such that the polynomials equations Pm2 ¼ 0 and Pn2 ¼ 0 have a single point in common, or equivalently, the function f ðkÞ
does not intersect the unit value in a single point for any value k0. Rather, f ðkÞ approaches the unit value only when k
approaches inﬁnity (see (A.6)), producing the trivial intersection. For convenience a new function /ðg12; mÞ will be deﬁned
as the numerator of ðf ðkÞ4  1Þ=c2Þ, i.e.Uðg12; mÞ ¼ g212ð1 mÞ  2mg12 þ ðmþ 1Þ ðA:8Þ
It can be proved that (A.8) satisﬁesUðg12; mÞ < 0) f ðkÞ < 1 ðA:9aÞ
Uðg12; mÞ ¼ 0) f ðkÞ ¼ 1 ðA:9bÞ
Uðg12; mÞ > 0) f ðkÞ > 1 ðA:9cÞBased on (A.9c) it can be understood that the sign of the function Uðg12; mÞ controls the behavior of the two relations Pm2 ¼ 0
and Pn2 ¼ 0. More precisely, when Uðg12; mÞ < 0, i.e., g12 > 1, each of the two loops of Pn2 ¼ 0 is completely inside the corre-
sponding loop of Pm2 ¼ 0, having in common only the origin where all loops are tangent to the n axis (see Fig. A.1 (f), Pm2 ¼ 0
in black, Pn2 ¼ 0 in light color). Conversely, whenUðg12; mÞ > 0, i.e., 0 < g12 < 1, each of the two loops of Pm2 ¼ 0 is completely
inside the corresponding loop of Pn2 ¼ 0, having in common the origin only where all loops are tangent to the n axis (see
Fig. A.1 (d), Pm2 ¼ 0 in black, Pn2 ¼ 0 in light color). The roots of the function /ðg12; mÞ have an important meaning. Although
according to the characteristics illustrated in Fig. A.1 (d) and (f) the functions Pm2 ¼ 0 and Pn2 ¼ 0 can never intersect each
other at just a single nontrivial point, they can intersect at an inﬁnite number of points, i.e., the two polynomials Pm2 and Pn2
can be coincident. This situation occurs when the two constitutive parameters m and g12 are related byUðg12; mÞ ¼ 0 ) g12 ¼
m 1
m 1) ðg12Þ1 ¼ 1 ; ðg12Þ2 ¼
mþ 1
m 1 ðA:10ÞLooking at (4) it can be seen that the root ðg12Þ1 is associated with a shear-GMI material. The root ðg12Þ2 must be discarded
because it violates the requirement that the stiffness matrix be positive deﬁnite. The relations Pm2 ¼ 0 and Pn2 ¼ 0 corre-
sponding to the root ðg12Þ1 are illustrated in Fig. A.1 (e). Substituting the admissible root g12 ¼ ðg12Þ1 ¼ 1 in (A.2o) and
the results in (A.1), the two polynomials Pm2 and Pn2 become coincident, or equivalently, they intersect each other at an inﬁ-
nite number of points, a degenerate condition.
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Fig. A.1. Curves associated with the polynomial Pm2 ¼ 0 (black line) and Pn2 ¼ 0 (light color line), limit lines k ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðc2ð1þ mð1 g12ÞÞ=g12p , dashed in (c):
c ¼ 2, g ¼ 0:01. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure citation, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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Hesse’s matrix associated with the axial buckling stress is given by (17) in the main text is repeated and renumbered here
for convenienceHðm;nÞ ¼
o2rðm;nÞ
om2
o2rðm;nÞ
omon
o2rðm;nÞ
onom
o2rðm;nÞ
on2
0
BB@
1
CCA ðA:11ÞEvaluating (A.11) for the stationary point of type-2 (see Table 2 in the main text) the following matrix is obtained
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2
3ð1 m2Þ
c2ð1 g12Þ cð1 g12Þ
cð1 g12Þ ð3þ 2mÞ þ g12ð1 2mÞ
 !
ðA:12ÞAccording with the Sylvester criterion (A.12) is positive deﬁnite whenðH2Þ11 > 0
detðH2Þ > 0

) ð1 g12Þ > 0
Uðg12; mÞ > 0

) 0 < g12 < 1 ðA:13Þwhere Uðg12; mÞ is deﬁned in (A.8). Similarly, (A.12) is negative deﬁnite when
ðH2Þ11 < 0
detðH2Þ > 0

) ð1 g12Þ < 0
Uðg12; mÞ > 0

) never ðA:14ÞEq. (A.13) states that stationary point of type-2 is the local minimum when 0 < g12 < 1. Similarly, (A.14) states that station-
ary point of type-2 can never be a local maximum. Consequently, it is a saddle point when g12 > 1. It is interesting to note
that the sign of detðH2Þ (i.e., the sign of the product of the two eigenvalues of (A.12)) is coincident with the sign of Uðg12; mÞ.
This means that the nature of the stationary point of type-2 is intimately related with the behavior of the two polynomials
Pm2 and Pn2. When g12 ¼ 1, detðH2Þ ¼ 0, meaning that one of the two eigenvalues of H2 is zero. The second eigenvalue is po-
sitive, resulting in H2 being positive semi-deﬁnite. This characteristic is associated with a function that is ﬂat in one direc-
tion. That coincides with the fact that with g12 ¼ 1 the stationary point of type-2 is on the ellipse associated with the
degenerate stationary point in the ðm;nÞ plane.
Evaluating (A.11) for the stationary point of type-3, the following matrix is obtained:H3 ¼ Hðm3;0Þ ¼ 2Eg
2
3ð1 m2Þ
c2 0
0  Uðg12 ;mÞ2g12
 !
ðA:15ÞSince (A.15) is diagonal, it is positive deﬁnite whenðH3Þ11 > 0
ðH3Þ22 > 0

) alwaysUðg12; mÞ > 0

) g12 > 1 ðA:16ÞSince ðH3Þ11 > 0 for any g12 > 0, (A.15) can never be negative deﬁnite and consequently the stationary point of type-3 can
never be a maximum. Consequently, whenUðg12; mÞ > 0, i.e., when 0 < g12 < 1, the second eigenvalue of (A.15) becomes neg-
ative and the stationary point of type-3 becomes a saddle point. Again the sign of ðH3Þ22 (i.e., the sign of one eigenvalue of
(A.15)) is related to the sign of Uðg12; mÞ. The stationarity point of type-3 is a minimumwhen H3 is positive deﬁnite. This hap-
pens when Uðg12; mÞ < 0, i.e., when the loops of the equation Pn2 ¼ 0 are inside of the loops of the equation Pm2 ¼ 0 (see
Fig. A.1 (f)). Similarly, the stationarity point of type-3 is a saddle point when Uðg12; mÞ > 0, i.e., when the loops of the equation
Pm2 ¼ 0 are inside of the loops of the equation Pn2 ¼ 0 (see Fig. A.1 (d)). When g12 ¼ 1, detðH3Þ ¼ 0, meaning that one of the
two eigenvalues of H3 is zero. The second eigenvalue is positive, resulting in H3 being positive semi-deﬁnite. This can be
again interpreted as the function being ﬂat in one direction for g12 ¼ 1. That is true because for g12 ¼ 1 the stationary point
of type-3 is on the ellipse associated with the degenerate stationary point.
Finally, evaluating (A.11) for the stationary points of type-4 the following matrix is obtained:H4ðtÞ ¼ Hðm4ðtÞ; n4ðtÞÞ ¼ 2Eg
2
3ð1 m2Þ
c2 cos2ðtÞ sec4ðt=2Þ 2c cosðtÞ sec2ðt=2Þ tanðt=2Þ
2c cosðtÞ sec2ðt=2Þ tanðt=2Þ 4 tan2ðt=2Þ
 !
ðA:17ÞLooking at (A.17) it is easy to realize that detðH4ðtÞÞ  0. This means that one of the two eigenvalues of (A.17) is always zero.
Therefore, the stationary point is a ﬂat function instead of a point. The second eigenvalue is given byj?ðtÞ ¼ 2Eg
2
3ð1 m2Þ c
2 cos2ðtÞ sec4 t
2
 
þ 4 tan2 t
2
  
ðA:18Þwhere the subscript ? denotes the fact that the nonzero eigenvalue is associated with a direction perpendicular to the zero
eigenvalue, i.e., perpendicular to the ﬂat direction. It can be noted that (A.18) is positive for each 0 6 t < p, meaning that
(A.17) is positive semi-deﬁnite on each point of the ellipse associated with the degenerate stationary point and consequently,
the critical ellipse is a degenerate minimum.
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